
About Us:-

    Bosco Soft introduces a cutting-
edge ERP solution tailored for
microfinance companies of all
sizes. Our feature-rich, innovative,
user-friendly, and scalable
software streamlines operations,
reducing the need for extensive
manpower.

Features:-
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Professional Solution
     Our ERP captures every
transaction, providing the foundation
for informed decision-making.
Generate a variety of reports
effortlessly, enabling precise insights
into your microfinance operations.
Separate logins and interfaces for
branch staff and users ensure a
seamless experience

     Calculate loans, interest rates, paid
EMIs, and outstanding amounts with
a simple click. Bosco Soft's ERP
simplifies complex financial
calculations, empowering you with
accurate and instantaneous results.

Android solution with fingerprint 

       acknowledgement

Complete workflow management

Automated entries against collections 

       and repayments

Automatic data synchronization from web

Entry and monitor loan request, 

       processing of loans

Monitor collections, attendance and savings

Target and actuals tracking

Financial reports at all levels



Contact Us
9786522218

info@boscosofttech.com

www.boscosofttech.com

Benifits:-

Better Information management through 

       business automation

Improved Workflow

Streamlining of processes

Modular yet Integrated approach

Transparency throughout Organization and 

       eliminates redundancy

Better customer satisfaction

High data security

24x7 support by experienced support staffs

Bosco Soft Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
No. 231/77, S.H.C Complex,

TN 635 601 INDIA.

   Why Choose MicroFund?
Impact: Working in microfinancing offers the

opportunity to make a significant positive impact

on the lives of underserved communities by

providing access to financial services.

Diverse Experience: Professionals in microfinancing

gain exposure to various business models and client

backgrounds, enhancing their understanding of

different market dynamics.

 Skill Development: It offers a broad skill set,

including financial literacy, client relationship

management, and strategic planning.

Global Opportunities: The field of microfinancing is

recognized globally, offering professionals the

chance to work in diverse settings, including

international NGOs.

 Empowerment Focus: Microfinancing often focuses

on empowering marginalized groups, particularly

women and rural communities, contributing to

more inclusive economic growth.

Innovation and Entrepreneurship: The sector

encourages innovative solutions to financial

challenges and can inspire entrepreneurial

ventures.
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